2016 Ironman 70.3 Utah – St George – May 7th, 2016 – Race Report
St George was the second race of the season after Oceanside. We spent a day in St George in
January while driving across the country, and we absolutely loved the area: red rocks, scenic roads
what seemed like a very challenging bike and run course made me feel like I should probably come
here and race. The last two races here had very hot conditions, but this year looked to be “slightly”
different.
I decided to sign up for the race in mid February, as I knew my run fitness wouldn’t be there for
Oceanside. The race being a championship race, I also knew that competition would be fierce. A lot
of folks from my age group that raced OC were going to be there, so it was going to be a good gauge
to see if my training was going in the right direction. I wanted to confirm my swim fitness, have a
strong and somewhat more controlled bike, but my main focus was the run. Being unable to push at
OC as I wanted, I did all my training runs focusing on my mental preparation and overall form. The
goal was simple: leave it all out on the course on race day and cross the finish feeling like I gave it my
best on the day.
Results
I got MY FIRST AG “W” at an Ironman-branded race in my new age group, finishing 4th amateur and
32nd overall! I like to think that I had a good day in southern Utah despite still being chicked twice!
Damn it! J
Here is how the race unfolded.

Build-up to Race week
I focused on being 100% involved in each of my training runs: speed workouts, long runs, AND
recovery runs. I kept reminding myself of the little disappointment of my run at OC and used it as
fuel when the sets would get harder. Being injury-free, I had more consistent running sessions,
which also helped with the confidence.
In April we flew out to Roanoke, VA for our friend’s wedding. I was supposed to do a long run that
weekend, and as it turned out, Roanoke was having a half and full marathon that Saturday. I decided
to run the half marathon, which had 1.8K of climbing, thinking that it would be a good prep for St
George. And it was. I ended up finishing 3rd OA with an average pace around 6:26min/mile, which
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was great for a training run that turned into a “training race.” That gave me a lot of confidence going
in to my build.
My biking has been going very well too. I had a great split at OC (wattage-wise), and I continued on
that path with few great workouts (intensity workouts and long rides). I generally felt good on the
aero-bars and was looking forward to riding the demanding course of St George.
The swim has improved quite a bit as well, so things were looking up.
Race Week
Not ideal, bike-wise. I stopped by the bike shop the week before the race (on Thursday, to be exact)
to make sure that they would have time to replace the tubular tires and do a complete tune-up of
the bike. The bike shop ripped a layer of my carbon tubular wheel (rear) when they tried to replace
the tire, and only told me on Sunday afternoon when I dropped off the bike to get it tuned up after
my last long ride.
With only few days to go, I called Trisports on Monday AM hoping I’d be able to get a new wheel for
the next day so I could glue it. Trisports did not disappoint! They were super understanding and
helpful. I called at 9am (Tony & Eric are the BEST!), and the wheel was ready to ship that day. I
received it on Tuesday afternoon, which left me with just enough time to glue the tire.
I went to pick up the bike on Thursday before heading to St George, only to hear “the bike won’t be
ready until tomorrow am…” “….no, no, no, no, no!” was my response. I explained to them that I
made sure to stop by last Thursday to give them ample time to work on the bike, that I dropped the
wheels last Friday, and dropped bike off on Sunday for a tune-up. I also made it clear that I would
pick up the bike on Thursday, so I was not going to leave the shop without the bike. With a little bit
of back-and-forth, I managed to get the bike and off were went St George, UT bound!
Day before the race
We arrived in St George around midnight, and I was hoping to have a
nice, relaxing Friday, but with a very exciting work project in the pipes, I
juggled between pre-race fun and work obligations on Friday. Needless
to say that Friday was just a blur! It felt like the day was only 10-hour
long. We went to the Ironman Village to pick up the race package and
decided not to stick around for too long. I met up with Dan and Leo from
the Trisports Elite team around noon for a swim in Sand Hollow reservoir.
The lake is beautiful, surrounded by red rock mountains. It was very
windy, which made the lake choppy and slow. I was hoping the wind
would die down a little bit. Leo and Dan drove up from Tucson in Leo’s
RV, which they parked right by the lake! We relaxed in the RV after the swim. RVs are amazing! He
literally has a little house on wheels J I kind of want one, now!
I tried to relax for most of the afternoon, but lunch took for ever to be served, so that cut down on
the relaxation plan. I did more work as we got home, and before knowing it, we had to head back to
T1 to drop off the bike, and then head back into town to drop off my running gear into T2. I asked
the bike shop to make sure that the battery is fully charged, but for some reason I decided to check
it out to make sure I was not going to have any issue. I was glad I did. They didn’t charge it, so we
stayed a bit longer to allow for the battery to charge.
After that we were good to go! I was excited about racing again, playing with my GoPRo that Angela
offered me before leaving New York. The weather called for overcast with chances of showers and
cool temperatures. In other words, my kind of weather J
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Race Day
After a big breakfast around 3:30am, we drove to T2 to drop off my socks, race
belt and bib, and visor before taking the shuttle to T1. We arrived at T1 around
5:30am for a race start at 7:15. I had ample time to set up my transition, pump
up the tires, and get my warm-ups in. I was hoping that they would let us do a
swim warm-up, but no luck. As people started to arrive, I started to see more
and more familiar faces from Oceanside. One of them, Greg, who punished me
on the run at OC, seemed to know EVERYBODY on our bike rack so he kindly
introduced me to them all. It was pretty awesome! I feel like we’ll be crossing
paths again very soon with all these guys. People seem a bit more laid back in AG
30-34 J
We headed to the swim start to check out the pro start and started lining up in the corral around
7am. My wave was the 3rd AG wave.

Swim: 29:05
Damn it, swim! You swim well at practice, it shows at OC, you hope to swim sub 28 knowing you did
28'01 at OC, and BAM! 29ish crap! My first reaction when I looked at my watch was What the
HELL!!! But in hindsight that was one of the toughest swim I've ever done. The start was fierce and it
stayed that way for half of the swim. The first turn buoy sent swimmers behind the island, and there
the water got very choppy with some serious waves. I found some fast feet
and managed to stay with the guy until the last turn buoy where I lost him. I
tried to catch up to him but got blocked by an orange cap. I pushed the
pace and felt like I was swimming well. I had good sensations and the more
I swim in my Huub Archimedes II, the more I want to swim in it. I absolutely
love that wetsuit! but I was still disappointed when I reached T1. I shrugged it off thinking that if I
had a tough swim (but good sensations), then maybe everyone did. Seeing my bike in transition
always does it for me. It’s just like giving a kid his toy back! The sky was menacing with some serious
dark clouds coming our ways, but at least it was not raining, and it was not 90F out there.
T1
I saw that most of the bikes on the rack were still there, so I figured that people were not having
their best swim either. You actually have to put your wetsuit in a bag for volunteers to bring it back
to T2, so that took a little bit of time, but nothing crazy. I thought the transition was long, but what
helped was that we were very close to the bike out, so I wouldn’t have to run too much with the
bike.
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Bike: 2:21:35

The first 8-9 miles were on rough pavement. The race organization warned athletes to be careful and
make sure that we have good tires as that section is known to have caused many flat tires in the
past. And this year’s edition was no exception: an athlete was on the side of the road fixing a flat at
mile 6...yikes!
A bunch of AG 30-34 pushed hard right off the gate, and although It was
very tempting to partake in the shenanigans, I rode a bit more
conservative this time around to save some for Snow Canyon Drive (tasty
4.3mile climb at mile 42). The first “climb” happened at around mile 5. I
felt good and started to pass some 25-29 age groupers who started 6
minutes before me. I maintained a good tempo, good cadence and
focused on my nutrition. I could tell the temperatures were dropping,
and knowing that one can easily overlook the nutrition part as the
perceived exertion isn’t as pronounced as when it’s warmer, I made sure
to drink regularly.
We finally hit nicer pavement around mile 9, and unfortunately for me
that’s when I started having issues with my Di2. It wouldn’t shift. Luckily
the section was a false flat going downhill, so it was not as bad as it could
have been going uphill. I was hoping that it would miraculously work again, but I was already
mentally preparing myself to ride the rest of the ride, or close to 50 miles and 3K+ of climbing on the
big chainring and the 13T sprocket. In hindsight, it would have made for an even more challenging
ride! Luckily it only lasted for 15 minutes, which prevented me from taking advantage of a more
favorable topography there, but I was relieved to know that I could shift again.
I rode with a group of 5 guys, 2 of them were 25, and 3 were in my AG. They were pushing the
tempo. It felt like I was in the right group. I was holding steady wattage and RPM so I did not want to
burn too many matches too soon. Race marshals were patrolling the first 20-30 miles of the race, so
instead of pushing the tempo to put myself in front of the group, I decided to sit back at times. The
group started to spread out as we reached the top of Red Hills Parkway, approximately 30 miles into
the ride. 1 guy in my age group took off and 2 dropped. Mother Nature decided to add some rain to
the cold weather by that point.
The rain turned into monsoon on the flat-ish 2-mile stretch before the turn-around that takes you to
the bottom of Snow Canyon. At that point the conditions were very similar to the conditions we had
at Whistler last year. It got really cold really quickly, but thanks to the turnaround point I could see
where I was relative to the field. By then the group of 5 was gone. One of them had about a mile on
me when we hit the turn around point. Another one was still riding with me but started to lose
ground. He looked like he was pushing hard to hang on to my wheel, so I figured that he wouldn’t be
able to keep up for a long time.
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Beautiful Snow Canyon Drive
At the bottom of Snow Canyon, I passed Lindsey Corbin and could see the
Age Grouper from afar. My legs were so stiff and freezing that I opted to
ride conservatively to avoid any injuries. At that point I could feel my left
hamstring tightening up as soon as I got up on the pedals, so I opted to ride
on the saddle instead. That and the fact that my wheel was rubbing against
the brake pad made the decision much easier. I really did not have a good
experience with the bike tune-up this time around. Snow canyon is a tasty
4.3 mile climb with 8-9% sections towards the end. It's a beautiful road
when you can actually see, but the rain was falling down hard on us. I
focused on keeping a consistent pace, which paid off. I reeled in another
pro woman and I could see the age grouper losing ground on me. Once you
reach the top you're about 46+ miles in, and it is all downhill from there.
Before the race my goal was to reach the top within 2 hours to get sub 2'20
on the bike. I think I reached the top in 2:05. With the conditions, I thought
2:05 was okay. It was so cold that pushing a higher tempo would have have been very tricky. The
cold hurt pretty bad at that point, but I was under the impression that I was still having a good bike,
so I quickly got over it.
The last 10 miles were fast, and sometimes dangerously fast. I rode them in 16 min, hitting 49mph in
pouring rain and freezing temperatures. It was hard to see at times, but luckily there was no traffic
at all, so I made sure to take the lane and stay as far away from the white line and shoulder as
possible. I quickly passed the age grouper, but I was more concerned about staying on the bike than
anything else. Pedaling meant spinning at 120rpm without a chance of getting anything out of it. I
felt my hamstrings were still very tight and the cold started to hurt my knees and joints, so I decided
to "cruise" until the road would flatten.
The last 2 to 3 miles were on “drier” roads. I could see the pros running up Diagonal Street. There
wasn’t that many people on the run, so that reinforced my impression that I was having a good bike
split.
T2
My rack was right by the bike-in arch, which was very convenient. I probably ran for less than 10
seconds to rack up the bike. "I'm freezing, I'm freezing!!" is what I yelled to Mariesa. It took me 40
seconds to unbuckle my helmet, which seemed like an eternity. Putting the socks on was a battle as
my feet were soaked and freezing.
But boy was I excited to get to the run and battle with the 1.2k of climbing! I had OC in mind and did
NOT want to re-live it again. I wanted to prove to myself that I could run somewhat decently. My
goal was 1:24 or 6:25 pace. It was freezing, but I thought that 1:24 or 1:25 was doable.
Run: 1:25:29
It took some time to shake off my freezing legs. Each stride was
laborious and the first 3 hilly miles did not help. I set my pace into
a what I thought was a good tempo. I was pushing but not putting
myself over the limit.
I wasn’t wearing my HR strap and I refused to look at my watch
because I knew it would take a lot of time to warm up again, and
by the time I warm up I would probably be running up Red Hills
Parkway anyway, so my pace wouldn't be what I would have
wanted it to be. Instead, I focused on a good perceived effort and
good form. I passed Heather Jackson at mile 2. A guy was running
with me, and as we approached the first steep climb, he gave me
words of encouragement. We spoke for a brief moment. I asked
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him for his AG category, to which he responded “I’m a bottom-of-the-pack pro, bro.” Ha…oops! We
ran together for a while, and I started to distance myself whilst maintaining a steady pace. He
probably had one of those days where nothing goes well.
As I was making progress into the first steep hill, I saw another pro woman and then heard “go
Rinny!” I took a closer look and realized that it was her! It seems like I was running faster than her,
so I made sure to keep a steady pace with the goal of catching up to her and run with her. It was
pretty awesome to hear a "good job mate" from a 3x IM World Champ :) We ran side by side for a
while (close to 7 miles), and passed Mary Beth Ellis at mile 4. They spoke and laughed for a bit, which
I thought was awesome. That just goes to show that the tri community is very laid back. I kept
thinking to myself that I did not want to fade like I did at OC to see people reel me in one by one. I
knew that if I could stay with Rinny for the majority of the run, if not its entirety, I would be clocking
in a good time.
There were few turnaround points that allowed us to gauge where we were in the race, but looking
at people coming from behind wasn't going to happen. It was onward and forward at this point. The
run course teases you at a turnaround point at mile 5.5. It sends you back towards transition for
about half mile before making you turn around again. This is when
it started to get dicey, but I was in my bubble where pain was also
part of it. I embraced it and used that as fuel. Even if physically I still
have a lot of room to improve and be faster, mentally I was in the
right place. I was fighting.
The last turnaround was at mile 7.5. Mariesa was there, giving me
splits and telling me I was 3rd Amateur OA. The last steep section
come at around mile 8ish, and that’s where Rinny took off. I forced
myself to go with her, but it was a bit too much for me. Instead I
focused on keeping a good pace, form, and rally to the finish with
nothing but an empty tank and a smile on my face.
The last 3 miles were downhill, but I started to suffer from a serious
breathing cramp on my right side. Taking a deep breath felt like
being stabbed multiple times (though I’ve never been stabbed, I’m
just assuming that’s how it felt). Being a tad disappointed to be
limited in the last few miles, I was still running somewhat decently, at around 6:20 pace that late in
what was a very challenging day. The last stretch felt endless, but I was somewhat entertained to
see many runners running with those medical covers that keep your body warm. A ton of them ran
with those things!
I had no clue where I was in my AG category, overall, and what my time was. The last 100 yards were
all out. I gave it one last shot to push hard, and though I felt physically miserable at the end,
mentally I felt like I had accomplished what I wanted on the day.
Anti-Doping test
This was a first. As I crossed the finish and headed to the medical tent to lay down for a bit, an
official came to me to let me know that I was selected for an in-competition anti-doping test. After
recovering for 10 minutes, I was escorted to the building and sat there for a good 20 minutes before
taking the test and going through the protocol.
Post Race celebration
We are now making it a tradition to go straight to In-and-out and stuff our faces with a doubledouble and a vanilla shake! There was also some ice cream and a large steak in the evening…a lot of
food for sure!
As always, a huge thank you to my Sherpa Mariesa who is the best at knowing where to be to cheer
me on. This race was challenging with the transitions being far away from each other and the brutal
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conditions definitely did not make for an enjoyable day. She drove most of the ride up St George.
She is the best support I can ask for! We ended up going for a ride on Sunday morning and she
challenged herself with the Snow Canyon Drive climb and crushed it! Her first Ironman 70.3 is only 5
months away!

As always, HUGE THANK YOU TO…
Trisports.com and Seton and Debbie for giving me the opportunity to
represent their top-notch online tri store with their Elite team! The great
customer service, couple with the wide variety of the best products one
can find today in all 3 disciplines and more will guarantee you to be well equipped for your season!
Thank you so much for having me in your Elite team! Let’s do this next year!
Huub Design for making me comfortable and fast in the water. My Huub
Archimedes II was very comfortable and fast! What a product they have
here!
And of course all my friends and family! Thank you all for being so involved in my passion!
Thanks and happy training!
www.kevinportmann.com
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